2022 MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK SCHEDULE

Monday, February 28 – Girls Dual/Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.
BUCKLEY STADIUM – RMS, UGMS, AMMS
ELLISON HS – CPMS, SMS
HARKER HEIGHTS HS – EHMS, LHMS, PAMS
SHOEMAKER HS – LORMS, MMS, NMS

Wednesday, March 2 – Boys Dual/Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.
BUCKLEY STADIUM – RMS, UGMS, AMMS
ELLISON HS – CPMS, SMS
HARKER HEIGHTS HS – EHMS, LHMS, PAMS
SHOEMAKER HS – LORMS, MMS, NMS

Monday, March 7 – Girls Dual/Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.
BUCKLEY STADIUM – MMS, EHMS, AMMS
ELLISON HS – LHMS, LORMS
HARKER HEIGHTS HS – UGMS, CPMS, NMS
SHOEMAKER HS – RMS, SMS, PAMS

Wednesday, March 9 – Boys Dual/Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.
BUCKLEY STADIUM – MMS, EHMS, AMMS
ELLISON HS – LHMS, LORMS
HARKER HEIGHTS HS – UGMS, CPMS, NMS
SHOEMAKER HS – RMS, SMS, PAMS

Tuesday, March 22 – Girls Dual/Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.
BUCKLEY STADIUM – MMS, RMS
ELLISON HS – CPMS, LHMS, AMMS
HARKER HEIGHTS HS – NMS, SMS, EHMS
SHOEMAKER HS – LORMS, PAMS, UGMS
**Wednesday, March 23 – Boys Tri Meet @ 5:30 p.m.**

BUCKLEY STADIUM – **MMS, RMS**

ELLISON HS – **CPMS, LHMS, AMMS**

HARKER HEIGHTS HS – **NMS, SMS, EHMS**

SHOEMAKER HS – **LORMS, PAMS, UGMS**

**Monday, Wednesday – March 28 & 30 - Conference Meets @ 5:30 p.m.**

ELLISON HS – American (meet director: **Ellison HS**)

SHOEMAKER HS – National (meet director: **Harker Heights HS**)

Monday, March 28 – Girls Running Prelims, Boys Field Events

Wednesday, March 30 – Girls Field Events, Boys Running Prelims

*** Top 4 from each event advance to district finals on April 4 and 6

**Monday, Wednesday – April 4 & 6 – Boys & Girls District Meets @ 5:30 p.m.**

BUCKLEY STADIUM – meet director: **Killeen HS & Shoemaker HS**

Top 4 finishers in each conference compete at district meet

April 4 – Girls Running Prelims, Boys Field Events

April 6 – Girls Field Events, Boys Running Prelims